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stand up against. Many old provincial proprietors succumbed
and sold out to Harmsworth, Pearson, or Hulton, as the case
might be. In London a year of great changes was 1904. The
Standard (from 1876 to 1900 under a great editor,W. H. Mudford)
had flourished exceedingly through most of Lord Salisbury's
period as the leading conservative party paper, drawing intimate
inspiration from the prime minister. But almost from the
moment of the Daily Mail's appearance its fortunes began to
decline; and in 1904 it was sold to Pearson for £400,000, then
thought a high figure. Pearson made a memorable failure with
it; he changed it instantly to a paper of the new type, with the
result that it lost its old readers overnight, before it could enlist
new ones. It lingered moribund for some years and then died
miserably. In the same year both the London liberal morning
papers came down to a halfpenny. They had previously been
very high-class penny political organs with circulations round
about 30,000 apiece; now they were to bid for halfpenny cir-
culations in six figures, which could only be had by copying
Harmsworth-Pearson methods.. For the large body of educated
liberals in the south of England this was a real catastrophe.
The conservatives after the Standard's sale could still fall back on
The Times, the Daily Telegraphy and the Morning Pest; their
opponents had no morning paper of similar weight nearer than
the Manchester Guardian. In 1906 a rich liberal tried to remove
the reproach by founding in London the Tribune as a high-class
morning newspaper. Following the great triumph of his party
at the polls, he had a rare chance; but he knew nothing of
journalism, and, like most who venture on it from the outside,
came rapidly to grief. The lack of any London morning paper
for educated liberal readers enhanced the already strong ten-
dency for the party division in English politics to become a class
division.
Meanwhile in the eventful year 1904 Alfred Harmsworth start-
ed the Daily Mirror as a woman's paper. It failed completely as
such; but, with the wonderful agility which was half his genius,
its creator switched it over to become the first of yet another new
type, the cheap daily picture-paper. After its change it appealed
more to women than before, and soon made enormous profits
as a kind of printed precursor of the cinematographic age. Then
in 1908 came the greatest stroke of all. The Times, in spite of the
unique standing which it held in the world, had for long been

